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TRAILS 
the BLueBirD (Beginner: 15-30 minutes)
Marked by blue arrows, this hike is great for older guests or 
families with young children. turn right at the ‘moment of 
truth’ sign and follow the wide path past balance beams, 
birdhouses and picnic tables. Look out for animal tracks in the 
game tracking area. Catch the views from Look out rock. then 
loop back to the Bell Pole.
 
the hawk (intermediate: 45 minutes)
Marked by red arrows, this trail begins by sharing the outward 
track with the Bluebird before turning at Look out rock. over 
the hillside and through a meadow, it winds through native 
forest to the Gospel oaks, Pride rock and down to Stone 
Mountain Lake. More than a mile long, this walk is great for 
team building exercises. 
 
the heron (advanced: 1 hour)
Marked with green arrows the trail offers the best mix of true 
forest and tranquil scenery. the hike follows the other two to 
the ‘moment of truth’ sign then turns left over hikers drive and 
into old-growth woods. Follow an old game trail past seasonal 
wildflowers, stunning lake views, rapids and a peaceful 
waterfall. the heron trail also connects to the Cherokee trail, 
giving hikers the chance to explore more of Stone Mountain 
Park. with many elevation changes and abundant wildlife this 
hike is both vigorous and rewarding. 

QuIck TIpS
• wear comfortable shoes 
• use sun screen and bug spray
• Dress for changing weather  

(layers, rain gear, etc.)
• have fun

AdvenTuRe AT OuR dOORSTep 
welcome to miles of beautiful natu re trails here at the atlanta 
evergreen Marriott® Conference resort. with scenic hikes for 
every fitness or experience level, we make it easy to take in 
the area’s breezy tranquility. trails last from 15 minutes to an 
hour and take you past old forests, stunning granite faces, 
hundreds of wildflower varieties, and a waterfall. So head out, 
breathe it in and experience Forevergreen.
 
HIT THe TRAILS 
Start at the old Smoke house, just a short walk from the hotel 
lobby. the building is a reminder of a simpler time and a good 
spot for snapshots. the trailhead is just ahead. all hikes start 
and end at the Bell Post at the center of Story tellers’ Circle 
(GPS: n 33o 47.827’ and w 84o 07.832’). Long before cell 
phones, locals used bells to communicate in the mountains. 
Be sure to give it a ring before and after your adventure. 
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